Sale!!
Genuine Toro Parts

You bought the best! Don't settle for anything less when it comes to replacement parts. From now until April 30, 1997 MTI Distributing is offering genuine Toro replacement parts at or below all competitors' prices.

MTI Distributing has increased its Inventory, as well as the Customer Service and Technical Support. We are committed to providing the absolute best service in the industry.

Call today and enjoy great discounted prices for genuine Toro parts as well as MTI’s commitment to providing our customers excellent service.

MTI DISTRIBUTING CO.  TORO

PLYMOUTH HEADQUARTERS  FARGO BRANCH
14900 Twenty-first Avenue North  4310 Main Avenue
Plymouth, Minnesota 55447-4655  Fargo, North Dakota 58104
1-800-362-3665 • 612-475-2200 • FAX: 612-475-0351  1-800-782-1031 • 701-281-0775
FROM YOUR PRESIDENT'S DESK

I Hope To See You At the Conference and Trade Show Dec. 11-13

A fantastic fall foray at Fox Hollow Golf Course greeted MGCSA members. General Manager Doug Dieter and Superintendent Chuck Molinari both made us feel right at home with the golf course showing no signs of its heavy play and many reasons for its great reputation.

** * * *

This year's MTGF Conference & Trade Show continues to improve in all aspects. This conference continues to evolve and improve with this year's committee chairman Brad Pedersen orchestrating a great slate of speakers. I feel that this year's format and schedule are the culmination of input from previous committee experience, continued attendee feedback and the diverse background input from existing committee members. Schedule flexibility allows for multiple options in prioritizing your time while still fulfilling recertification, new product information and educational goals. Thanks to MGCSA's MTGF conference committee members Pat Walton and Leif Erickson for their input and time. Sign up now for a rewarding 3rd Annual MTGF Conference & Trade Show.

** * * *

Lastly, I encourage MGCSA members to approve a new by-law that will be presented to the membership in November and voted on at the Annual Meeting. This by-law incorporates the dual membership for Class A members in chapter and national associations. Approval of this by-law will complete MGCSA's affiliation partnership with GCSAA. The MGCSA's Annual Meeting is Thursday, December 11 at 4:00 p.m. during the MTGF Conference & Trade Show. Be there.

** * * *

Happy Holidays and see you at the MTGF Conference & Trade Show.

—Respectfully,

James D. Gardner, CGCS
MGCSA President
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PERFECT EDGE™
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1996 Chapter Relations Meeting
Synopsis of Recommendations

MGCSA's voting delegate Jim Nicol, CGCS, was present at this meeting and responds to the issues.

The fourth annual Chapter Relations Meeting was held September 7-8, 1996 in Lawrence, Kansas. Representatives from 88 chapters came together to discuss pertinent issues and provide direction for the future of GCSAA.

Paul McGinnis, CGCS, GCSAA Vice President and chairman of the Chapter Relations Committee, asked the chapter delegates to share their concerns and ideas on issues ranging from finances and technology to membership and election activities. With that in mind, the chapter delegates participated in open discussion on a variety of topics and issues. The major points and recommendations on each issue are outlined below.

Issue

Is a dues increase needed in order to generate revenue for the association, to sustain program activity for the next three years and to have a moderate bottom line of revenues over expenses? A scenario of a 20% dues increase was discussed.

Straw Poll

Approximately 25 delegates preferred to vote on a possible increase in membership dues at the 1998 annual meeting in Anaheim, while approximately 66 delegates preferred to vote on a dues increase at the 1997 annual meeting in Las Vegas. It was unanimous that a dues increase is merited at some point.

• Jim Nicol supported voting at the 1997 annual meeting.

Recommendation

The issue will be referred to the board of directors for possible placement as a ballot issue at the 1997 annual meeting in Las Vegas.

* * *

Issue

Beginning July 1, 1997, individuals who join a local chapter must also join GCSAA to fulfill the dual membership requirement. A verification process must be created in order to ensure that members who join a local chapter also join GCSAA and vice versa.

Recommendations

GCSAA will work with each chapter as needed to ensure a smooth process in handling the paperwork after the dual membership requirement takes effect, but would like to develop a standardized plan in handling membership applications and payments.

* * *

Issue

GCSAA chapters have raised concerns during the reaffiliation process. Chapter delegates received a survey prior to the meeting, asking them to rank six affiliation issues in order of importance. The six items were: the time, efforts and resources needed to complete the tax-exempt and incorporation requirements; the dual membership requirement and its effect on chapter growth; problems acquiring insurance; how the directors and officers composition requirements may limit chapter growth; bylaws conformity, and financial burdens for smaller chapters.

Survey results indicated that the dual membership requirement was of the greatest concern to chapters, followed by the directors and officers composition requirements, bylaws conformity requirements, financial burdens on smaller chapters, tax-exempt and incorporation, and problems with insurance, respectively.

Recommendations

None was made at this time.

(Continued on Page 7)
TEE-TO-GREEN QUALITY FROM JOHN DEERE

2653
Hydraulic reel drive, exceptional climbing ability, and 26-inch cutting units let you mow where others can't.

GATOR VEHICLES
Your best choice for utility hauling with 4- and 6-wheel low-ground-pressure models available.

3215/3235
Both deliver ground-hugging fairway performance with five John Deere-manufactured 22-inch cutting units.

3365
Five 30-inch cutting units combine to deliver a quality cut over wide areas—from fairways to roughs.

1200A
New design features more power, more comfort, more attachments, and less noise.

1800
True utility performance with your choice of sprayer, spreader, and cargo box configurations.

220
This new walk-behind features an operator-presence safety system, new engine, and 11-bladed reel.

2243
Gas and diesel models both feature 18-hp engines and John Deere cutting units, for exceptional quality of cut.

NOTHING RUNS LIKE A DEERE®

Polfus Implement
1409 Hwy. 64 East
New Richmond, WI

Call for Demonstration
(612) 439-6776 or (715) 246-6565
Chapter Meeting—
(Continued from Page 5)
continue to explore options and identify opportunities to increase logo exposure for both GCSAA and the chapters.

* * *

Issue
At the 1996 annual meeting in Orlando, an amendment was passed to lower the dues for class C members from $210 to $105. In addition, class C members lost the right to vote. Should class C members regain some of the privileges they lost, such as voting rights?

In addition, should there be a split in classification for class C members between career assistant superintendents and those who intend to become superintendents (entry-level assistants)?

Straw Poll
Approximately 70% of the delegates said they would like to vote on the split in the classification for assistant superintendents at the 1997 annual meeting in Las Vegas, while approximately 30% of the delegates preferred to table the discussion until next year and consider voting on the issue at the 1998 annual meeting in Anaheim.

• Jim Nicol supported voting on the split classification in Las Vegas.

Recommendation
Send to the Standards/Bylaws Committee a recommendation to create a proposed bylaws amendment that would be voted on by the membership at the 1997 annual meeting in Las Vegas. This amendment would add an additional classification for career assistants in the class C category.

Any member who volunteers to be classified as a career assistant would be required to have at least three years of experience as an assistant superintendent, would pay annual dues of $210, would have voting privileges, would carry a gold card, and would be required to comply with the dual membership requirement.

Any member who is classified as an entry-level and assistant would have less than three years of experience as an assistant superintendent, would pay annual dues of $105, would not have voting privileges, would carry a green card and could not be required to comply with the dual membership requirement.

• Jim Nicol would like to hear from our class C members on this issue.

* * *

Issue
The Membership Committee has proposed that class AA members pay no membership dues, which would result in a reduction in membership dues revenue. Currently, class AA members pay $16 annually. Class AA members must have served as a golf course superintendent for a minimum of 25 years, be retired as a golf course superintendent, and be at least 55 years old.

Straw Poll
Approximately 85% of delegates were in favor of waiving the dues for class AA members, while 15% were in favor of requiring class AA members to continue paying $16 annually.

• Jim Nicol supported waiving the dues for AA members.

Recommendation
Send the proposal to waive the dues for class AA members to the Standards/Bylaws Committee to create an amendment that would be voted on at the 1997 annual meeting in Las Vegas.

* * *

Issue
In order to become a class A or B member of GCSAA, the individual must be a golf course superintendent and must pay $210 dues annually. There are no minimum requirements or continuing education standards for membership, certification is a voluntary standard, and there is no room for professional growth in the GCSAA classification system for members to take on other leadership roles in the industry. In addition, GCSAA is not currently able to identify a minimum skill level of its members.

Straw Poll
A majority of the delegates wanted to proceed with the creation of entry-level membership standards and approximately 60% said they would like the process to move more rapidly than the seven years originally suggested.

• Jim Nicol supported both ideas.

Recommendations
The Board will proceed with appointing a resource group to begin developing standards. The timeline may be accelerated, depending on how the program develops.

The progress on creation of standards will be brought back yearly to the delegates meeting for review and input.

The membership standards would be implemented for class A, B and C members, but careful consideration should be given to establishing entry-level maintenance standards for career assistants.

* * *

Issue
If a member or a nonmember of GCSAA feels that a violation in the code of ethics has occurred, there are certain steps that should be taken to address the alleged violation.

Recommendations
Consider adopting an entry-level standard that requires members of GCSAA to follow the code of ethics. Use GCSAA's code of ethics as a resource when determining if a violation has occurred.

Chapters need to be aware when there is a false claim of membership or when an individual claims to be a certified golf course superintendent in order to respond to the individual.

When a club advertises for an open position, GCSAA should inform the club that it should contact GCSAA and verify that its finalists for the position are indeed members of GCSAA.
Why FLOWTRONEX PSI?

A.

1. SUPERIOR PRODUCTION. The Silent Storm Variable Frequency Drive pump station combines efficiency and simplicity to save you up to 50% on your power bills and countless hours in maintenance to your pump station and entire irrigation system.

2. INDUSTRY LEADERSHIP. FLOWTRONEX PSI is the world's largest pump station manufacturer, with more installations than all of our competitors combined.

3. WORLDWIDE SERVICE. Using the revolutionary FlowNet service network, FLOWTRONEX PSI is able to provide 24-hour support and fast on-site service when you need it.

Whatever your needs:
- Variable Frequency Drive or Conventional
- Vertical Turbine or Horizontal Centrifugal
- Prefabricated or Retrofit

Contact: Dean Chaltas at 612-475-2200 Ext. 224
MTI Distributing Co.
14900 21st Ave. N.
Plymouth, MN 55447
and/or certified before making a job offer to an individual. Newsline and other communication vehicles should be utilized to inform members about good ethical behavior.

**Issue**

GCSAA is seeking ways to better serve its chapters through the chapter seminar program.

**Straw Poll**

A majority of the delegates said that if the regional seminar cost was decreased, attendance would not increase proportionately, but if the cost of attending regional seminars doubled, attendance would decrease.

- Jim Nicol was in the majority on this issue.

(Some) Most of the chapter delegates wanted the current rebate program for GCSAA regional seminars to continue, while about 15% of the delegates wanted the chapters to put forth some effort to get the rebate.

- Jim Nicol was part of the 15%.

About 50 of the delegates were in favor of the (chapter rebate) education program breaking even (expenses equal revenue) and about 36 of the delegates were in favor of letting the (rebate) education program be deficit funded at a reasonable level.

- Jim Nicol was part of the 36.

There was agreement that the goal is to educate the membership and a profit or loss is not crucial; therefore, making a profit on the regional seminar program and using those funds for future programs is not a priority at this time.

**Recommendation**

Continue the chapter rebate program, and ask the Education Committee to explore options regarding the education budget.

**Issue**

At a recent meeting, the Career Development Committee discussed employment issues such as wrongful termination, ethics, educating employers about the economic consequences of hiring a less experienced superintendent over an experienced superintendent, the effect aging has on salary, employability and opportunity, the general manager structure, and establishing student GCSAA chapters.

**Recommendation**

GCSAA needs to provide communication tools to bridge the gap between the employer and the golf course superintendent. Overall, GCSAA should provide more concerted efforts in implementing standards that lead to respect and professionalism, and educate the media and employers about GCSAA.

**Issue**

The Chapter Cooperative Research Program assists affiliated chapters in funding research of local interest. Currently, funding is greater than the chapter support of the Golden and Platinum Tee Clubs. Chapter support is needed in these clubs in order for the GCSAA Foundation to be able to provide matching funds for research projects.

**Recommendation**

Require the chapters who are seeking funding for a research project to join either the Golden or Platinum Tee Club, but GCSAA should continue to fund national projects that are good ideas.
We'd like to say we buried the competition. But that would mean putting an extremely inferior fertilizer in the ground.

Only par ex with IBDU® has the highest WIN percentage.

We have more than Lebanon® and more than Scotts®. Because the higher the Water Insoluble Nitrogen content, the longer your turf will remain green and the less chance there is for burn.

Only par ex with IBDU® has the highest WIN percentage.

We have more than Lebanon® and more than Scotts®. Because the higher the Water Insoluble Nitrogen content, the longer your turf will remain green and the less chance there is for burn.

FROM FERTILE MINDS.

PRE-SEASON SALE

Free Forklift Delivery
Included (in most areas)

Please contact your rep for more details . . .
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Fax 612.477.6511
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